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Abstract
Purpose: Purpose of this paper is present a detailed framework to integrate the Computer Aided Design (CAD)
and Inspection (CAI) systems through the integration of the Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T)
with the inspection process in coordinate measuring machines (CMMs).
Design/methodology/approach: The approach used to develop a prototype of a Knowledge Based System
(KBS) applied to inspection process establishes a new methodology for integrate the geometric dimensioning
and tolerancing (GD&T). The integration is achieved through the definition of the knowledge units for
functional properties of GD&T, inspection resources and inspection operations in a common knowledge model.
The manufacturing and processing applications are the main topics approach of this paper.
Findings: The findings are focused in modeling the features and interactions between knowledge units
associated to topology, geometry and tolerances with the inspection process activities. The implementation
of the product knowledge model is presented in a computer platform that extracts and represents the GD&T
information in a CAI system.
Research limitations/implications: The implications are focused on the automation of the inspection process
in a KBS application. The future research is focused on the use of artificial intelligent technique, such as genetic
algorithms and neural networks, to optimize the time to execute the inspection process.
Practical implications: The main outcomes and implication of the KBS prototype application are focused on
the reduction of the time spend to develop the inspection process. This KBS application provides the needed
information to elaborate this process without the human interface.
Originality/value: The original value of this paper is the integration of the design and inspection specification in
a unique prototype application. The knowledge model has been defined in a common modeling language (UML)
and can be implemented in different informatics platforms.
Keywords: Automation engineering processes; Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T); Knowledge
based system; Inspection process

1.
Introduction
1. Introduction
The integration of computer aided design and computer aided
inspection systems involve a detailed description of all functions
included in design, manufacturing and inspection phases. A first

input of this integration is a complete description of the different
features attached to the geometry of the part. A second input is a
description of the manufacturing process developed and the
capabilities of the machine tool. A third input is a detailed
description of the operation, parameters and resources involved in
the inspection process.
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The first input deals with the representation of the geometric
and dimensional tolerances in a part. The research carried out in
this area has been focused on the development of methodologies
that use TTRS (Topological and Technological Related Surfaces)
to establish models associated to the tolerances of products [1]. In
this context, other research has focused on the development of
information models that define the inspection process in a
concurrent engineering framework and inspection process
planning system [2-4], and knowledge models to automate the
fixture design [5].
The modeling and representation of the information included
in the GD&T is one of the most important parts in the industry
due to the advances in the integration of factory technologies. In
this sense, an information model associated to the GD&T should
provide a generic support in a specific standard, such as STEP [6]
and ASME Y14.5M [7].
Zhao [8] proposed a model for representing the geometric
tolerances at different levels. This model uses the standard ASME
Y14.5M as a conceptual base to obtain information associated to
the geometric tolerances. Additionally, the information related to
the geometric tolerances defined by DMIS and STEP is
incorporated in the model to integrate the inspection processes. It
is important to highlight that the information required to define
the geometric tolerances, is not available in primary stages of the
design process [9].
Regarding the second input, the manufacturing process, some
information models have been developed to describe the
manufacturing information. In this sense, Bugtai [10] proposed an
information model to support the design and manufacturing
decisions in an integrated framework. A first approach to develop
knowledge models applied to fixture design process was proposed
by Hunter [11]. Figure 1 shows the generic architecture for
developing a knowledge model.

Fig. 1. Knowledge model architecture
For the third input, the inspection process, the following
aspects should be considered:
x Set up: The orientation and position of the part (in respect of
the elements to inspect) should be considered as well as the
position of the inspection elements.
x Tolerance type to inspect. The type of tolerances to inspect
(dimensional and geometric in CMMs), and finishing, usually
outside CMMs.
x Accessibility of the elements to inspect. The probe heads and
styli of the CMM possess a high number of possible measure
orientations. Each orientation requires a previous calibration,
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x

x

in respect of the orientation and the characteristics of the
elements to inspect.
Path of the sensor. Geometric simplifications of the
exploration tool are used (probe head, sensor and styli) to
determine the interferences between probe head and the
fixture or part.
Inspection operation sequence. The structuring of the
inspection operations makes it possible to minimize the
changes of orientation in the part and in the sensor.

This research presents, in a detailed manner, the functional
model to define and develop a knowledge based system applied to
dimensional inspection process. The paper has been structured in
three sections. The first section presents a detailed description of
the methodologies for developing the knowledge based system.
The second section presents a description of the tolerance model,
i.e. the geometric dimensioning and tolerance features. And the
third section shows a description of the implementation of the
tolerance model in a computer application.

2.
resentstate
state
knowledge
2. P
Present
of of
knowledge
based
based
system
methodologies
system methodologies
A generic structure for a KBS may involve four main
components: the product module, where the knowledge of the part
(product) and the process is stored; external databases; input
information and results generated by the product module.
Therefore, it is clear that to develop a KBS the use of
advanced software techniques is necessary in order to capture and
reuse the product and process it in an integrated way [12].
In this sense, it necessary to analyze the problem of how to
capture and to represent knowledge in a KBS system applied to a
specific area of engineering. The research and development to
establish a methodology that allows knowledge to be captured and
reused has been defined in recent years with great intensity.
To reuse the knowledge of knowledge based structures, socalled ontologies are employed. These have been proposed in
KACTUS (Knowledge About Complex Technical systems for
multiple Uses) European ESPRIT project [13]. Their objective is
the development of a methodology for reusing the knowledge of
technical systems during the product life cycle.
The methodology proposed in KADS (Knowledge-base
system Analysis and Design Support) [14], is focused on the
development of systems based on knowledge and it is used as a
general guide for structuring and interacting among the different
knowledge units that integrate a system with these characteristics.
It proposed a methodology that covers the life cycle of KBS/KBE
systems with the aim of providing a connection among the
methods for developing KBS systems and other methodologies
proposed for the development of this type of system.
As an evolution, CommonKADS [15] appears, which
involves the whole process of KBS/KBE systems development.
CommonKADS proposes the use of tools and techniques to carry
out the capture and representation of knowledge. CommonKADS
proposes three different stages in the process of knowledge
modeling:
x Context Model: establishes three different models:
organization, tasks and agents.
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Knowledge Model: establishes three submodels: domain
(static view or structure of information), inference (reasoning
process), task (application objectives).
x Communication Model: establishes the definition of the
procedures of information exchange for transferring the
knowledge among agents.
Finally, the MOKA methodology (Methodology and software
tools Oriented to Knowledge based engineering Applications)
[16] provides a framework for representing and storing the
knowledge for KBE systems. Influenced by CommonKADS, its
objective is to provide support to reduce the effort and risk
associated with the development of KBE systems. The MOKA
methodology defines knowledge at two levels. The first level
captures knowledge in a semi-formal model classified into five
types. The second level is a formal model that makes it possible to
represent knowledge in a structured way, using the MML
language (MOKA Modeling Language, MML).
x

3. Knowledge model for
3. Knowledge
model for tolerances
tolerances
The tolerance model developed has been structured in four
main modules (Figure 2). The first one, the geometrical model,
describes the basic features for defining the geometry of the part
to inspect. This submodel is associated with the features declared
in the three remaining submodels.
Geometrical
Model

SuperType and type of
Form and Position TPS

Tolerance Model

SuperType and Type
of Dimensional TPS

SuperType and Type
of Finishing TPS

Fig. 2. The tolerance model
Table 1.
Features of the tolerance model
Submodel
Super type and type of feature
Supertype and type of
 CATITPSGeometricTolerances
form and position TPS
 CATITPSForm
 CATITPSPosition
 CATITPDOrientation
Supertype and type of
 CATITPSDimensionalTolerances
dimensional TPS
 CATITPSLinearDimension
 CATITPSAngularDimension
 CATITPSBasicDim
Supertype and type of
 CATITPSRoughness
finishing TPS
 CATITPSFinishingProcess
 CATITPSMachiningProcess
The supertype and type of form and position TPS submodel
describes the main features for specify the tolerance type, only if
necessary to ensure the initial requirement of the part. The

graphics representation of these tolerances has been developed in
a three dimensional system. The supertype and type of
dimensional TPS submodel represent the main features of
dimensions of the part. These features are associated with the
geometrical features of the part. Each of the dimensional features
is linked to a line, circle and curve of the part. The supertype and
type of finished TPS submodel describes the finishing parameters
and values of specific surfaces of the part. These finishing
features are linked to the features of the part geometry submodel,
such as, surfaces of the part to inspect. The main features of the
GD&T model are presented in Table 1.

4.
Implementation
thetolerance
4. Implementation
of ofthe
tolerance
model
model
In the next section, the implementation of Geometric
Dimensioning and Tolerancing in a computer application system
is presented. This implementation has been carried out in two
phases.
The first phase establishes the relationship between the
geometric features of the part to inspect and the tolerance model.
This relationship is defined through three basic entities: cells,
domains and bodies. A Cell, is an basic topology entity; Domain,
set of cell with n-dimensions linked with cell n-1 dimensions; and
Body, a group of n-domains. The geometry features also makes it
possible to define a group of primitive entities, such as, surfaces,
splines and points. These basic entities are linked to the features
defined in Table 1, in a three dimensional graphics system.
The right part of the Figure 3 shows the definition of the
geometric and dimensional tolerances in a three dimensional
system. The importation of the geometrical dimensioning and
tolerancing is carried out through the program realized in Visual
Basic in CATIA V5. The result of the application of this program
is a STEP file that contains the GD&T information associated
with the part geometry.

Fig. 3. Definition and importation of GD&T from CAD to CAI
system
The second phase is the definition of the knowledge based
system structure. This structure involves the definition of two
modules. The first module, extracts the topological and geometric
information associated to the part to inspect. In this module, a
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group of identifiers is defined for each feature of the geometry,
such as surfaces, faces and lines. These identifiers are linked to a
single GD&T marker. These markers contain a set of attributes
that define all the properties of the tolerances to inspect. The left
part of the Figure 3 shows the identifier associated to cylindrical
surface.
The second module uses the information extracted in the first
module to develop the inspection process in an integrated
framework. The information for geometric dimensioning and
tolerances is exported from CAD to CAI system through the
STEP AP 203 protocol. The structure of the knowledge based
system is shown in Figure 4.
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